
Task No Task Name Task Description Task Type API
ETC Hours

Design Programming QA

Milestone #1(Category Module)

Task 1 Please remove all the numbers after each category Screenshot :- https://prnt.sc/26byyoh Minor 0 1 1

Milestone #2(Calendar Module)

Task 1
At the “Add Calendar” page, the background should be changed to white colour. The
words “Add Calendar” should be changed to black colour Screenshot :- https://prnt.sc/26byzkl Minor 0 0.3

Task 2

The purple “CANCEL” and “SAVE” should be changed to “Cancel” and “Save” with black
colour. The font should be in line with the font of “Latest” and “Honest” at the
homepage. Screenshot :- https://prnt.sc/26byzz0 Minor 0 0.3

Task 3
When choosing the date on the calendar, the date should be bolded. And instead of light
blue, please change it to black. Screenshot :- https://prnt.sc/26bz0g4 Minor 0 1

Task 4 Change the light blue arrows to black Screenshot :- https://prnt.sc/26bz0g4 Minor 1 1

Task 5
On the calendar, instead of “2022 01”, should be “January 2022”; also not “2022 02” but
“February 2022” Screenshot :- https://prnt.sc/26bz0rw Minor 0 1

Milestone #3(Report Module)

Task 1
The font of “Report” should be in line with the font of “Latest” and “Honest” at the
homepage Screenshot :- https://prnt.sc/26bzzyo Minor 0 0.5

Task 2 Instead of a white box, please change it to the style as “Edit Profile” on the profile page. Screenshot :- https://prnt.sc/26bzzyo https://prnt.sc/26c00c3 Minor 1 1

Task 3 All the words at the Report box should be white. Minor 0 0.5

Task 4

The purple “CANCEL” and “REPORT” should be changed to “Cancel” and “REPORT” with
white colour. The font should be in line with the font of “Latest” and “Honest” at the
homepage Screenshot :- https://prnt.sc/26c00uc Minor 0 0.5

Task 5
“This post reported successful” to “This post is reported successfully, we will get back to
you as soon as possible.” Minor 0 0.5

Milestone #4(Post Module)

Task 1 Pressing the heart should be able to see who liked my post. Change Request 4 1 5 2

Milestone #5(Follow Module)

Task 1 You had followed Sherman Yeung”. Please remove “had” Minor 0.5

Task 2
When I press the “Following” and “Followers” of other users, I should be able to see
who followed him or her and who they are following. Change Request 4 0 5 1

Milestone #6(Diary Module)

Task 1 Please show a dot on the date which indicates users have saved their posts. Change Request 0 4 1

Task 2
Should be able to let the users add their measurement any date on the diary. Right now,
users can only add today’s measurement. Change Request 5 1

Task 3 Please change all the blue and pink colors into black Minor 0 1 1

Task 4

When pressing the date, it will go to the Scheduled Post only. And then make another
button called “Input body measurements” to go to the page with all the boxes that allow
users to input their data. Change Request 0 8 2

Task 5 Should be “Scheduled Posts” instead of “Schedule Post” Minor 0 0.5

Task 6

 For the design of the Scheduled Posts:
a. The outline of the box should be like the style of “Weight” on the diary page.
b. The heading should be “Scheduled posts on 2022-01-10”.
c. Remove the box of “Scheduled Post”. Screenshot :- https://prnt.sc/26c0k9j https://prnt.sc/26c0kj8 Change Request 0 4 1

Task 7

 For the design of the boxes of the body measurements, please change all the icons into
black and remove the pinkish blue outline of the box and change it to the style like
“Weight” on the diary page Screenshot :- https://prnt.sc/26c0k9j https://prnt.sc/26c0kj8 Change Request 1 2 1

Sub Total 8 4 42.6 11

Total 65.6
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